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aviation professionals 
For immediate release 
 

Montréal and Doha, 26 April 2022 – An agreement was reached between ICAO and the 
Government of the State of Qatar that will see the extension for a further three years of the ICAO-
Qatar Developing Country Scholarship Programme. The programme aims to deliver training to 
aviation personnel globally to ensure the safety, efficiency and regularity of international civil 
aviation and alignment with ICAO Standards and Recommended Practices (SARPs). 
 
The agreement was signed by ICAO Secretary General Juan Carlos Salazar and Qatar Civil 
Aviation Authority (QCAA) President H.E. Mohamed Faleh Al Hajri at a virtual signing ceremony 
held in Montréal and Doha.  
 
Implemented through the ICAO Technical Cooperation Bureau, the programme will award 
Scholarships to participants worldwide in areas of training jointly identified by ICAO and the 
Government of Qatar targeting Developing Countries most in need of assistance in those specific 
areas of training.  ICAO will assist the Government of Qatar in identifying and recommending 
relevant subject matter experts and processing the nominations received jointly with the 
Government of Qatar.  
 
“The signature of this Memorandum of Understanding renews the commitment made in 2018 by 
the State of Qatar to assist Developing Countries through this and other initiatives aimed at 
ensuring adherence to ICAO Standards and Recommended Practices and continuous training,” 
remarked Mr. Salazar. “This programme, administered by ICAO’s Technical Cooperation Bureau, 
will have a significant impact towards achieving a sustainable global civil aviation system.” 
 
 “The signing of this memorandum stems from our belief in the importance of our strategic 
partnership with ICAO, and in commitment to its mission, goals and principles, in addition to its 
international initiatives aimed at further developing a safe and sustainable civil aviation sector 
throughout the world,” stated Mr. Mohammed Faleh Al-Hajri. “This memorandum also aligns with 
Qatar’s vision of focusing on human development and the importance of the human role in 
building a prosperous and developed society.  This is indeed what it will contribute to by 
strengthening the human capabilities in developing countries to ensure the best implementation of 
all ICAO’s standards and recommended practices.” 
 
Announcements of the first scholarships will be issued by ICAO in the upcoming weeks.  

 



 

 
Resources for Editors 

ICAO Global Aviation Training 
ICAO's COVID-19 portal 

About ICAO 
The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) is a United Nations agency which helps 193 countries to cooperate 
together and share their skies to their mutual benefit.  
 
Since it was established in 1944, ICAO’s support and coordination has helped countries to diplomatically and technically 
realize a uniquely rapid and dependable network of global air mobility, connecting families, cultures, and businesses all 
over the world, and promoting sustainable growth and socio-economic prosperity wherever aircraft fly. 
 
As it enters a new era of digitization, and of incredible new flight and propulsion innovations, air transport is relying more 
than ever on ICAO’s expert support and technical and diplomatic guidance to help chart a new and exciting future for 
international flight. ICAO is innovating itself to answer this call, and expanding its partnerships among UN and technical 
stakeholders to deliver a strategic global vision and effective, sustainable solutions. 
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